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won. I was mistaken. I found^that the publication of such a
book was a difficult and even dangerous adventure. The
character of the book became fepiown to several people
interested, and they recognized that it was;, an exposure of
the 'National Government9 and that its publicatioiAiust be.
prevented. Persuasion was first tried. Certain»friends of
mine were approached with the object of persuading mewot
to publish the book. Later, persuasion developed into
coercion. Although there is nothing in the book that comes
even remotely within the scope of the Official Secrets Act,
my ignorance of the Act was presumed and I was warned
that I would be prosecuted under this statute. They could not
prevent the author writing such a book but they could set
about to prevent its being printed and published. A pub-
lisher or a printer could be intimidated by threaft; *@3f legal
action. This bane of publishers and editors, the few oJF libel,
was invoked. Even subsidiary characters in the story were
approached, shown the chapters and pages where references
to them occurred, and urged to threaten the publishers with
legal proceedings if the allusions were not deleted. Several
interesting communications resulted. One came from a
famous member of Parliament ijot even mentioned by name
and not otherwise readily identifiable, who was persuaded to
write a letter threatening proceedings unless a certain para-
graph were deleted. A London editor, inquiring why there
was so long delay in publication of the book, was told that the
publication had been abandoned.1
Now do you sec how the machine works? There is no censor-
ship in England. Oh no. There is an Official Secrets Act, which
you thought was meant for spies. There is a law of libel, the
most ferocious in the world, which you thought was for the
safeguarding of honest citizens against dishonest slurs on their
character. If you criticize the Government, with affairs hi their
present mess, you are 'fouling your own nest'. An unwritten law
says that you must not ask questions about a Permanent Official.
Another unwritten law protects the dead.
1 The Tragedy of Ramsay MacDonald by L. McNeUl Weir (Martin Seeker and
Warburg).
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